Pursue what’s possible.
library.wustl.edu

Subject Librarians

How we help
- Identify and provide library tools, resources, and services that meet your research needs.
- Uncover options to address data challenges, including data analysis, visualization, and management.
- Develop effective instruction and learning materials for courses and disciplines.
- Cultivate, maintain, and manage collections of greatest value to the Washington University community.

We are here to ensure that all faculty, staff, and students achieve academic success.
Contact your subject librarian or visit library.wustl.edu to learn more.

Jennifer Akins
Art, Architecture

Dorie Bertram
Law

Daria Carson-Dussán
Romance Languages & Literatures, Latin American Studies, Linguistics

Ted Chaffin
Anthropology

Rudolph Clay
African & African American Studies, Urban Studies

Kris Helbling
English & American Literature

Cheryl Holland
Sociology, Political Science, Education, and Library Science

Rhiannon K. Iha
Chemistry

Jessica Kleekamp
Economics (Interim)

Tove Klovning
U. S. Government Documents, Foreign, Comparative & International Law; US Law

Clara McLeod
Earth & Planetary Sciences, Environmental Studies

Audrey McQuillan
Business
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